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Anticipated Management Transition at the Africa Leadership Centre 
 

The ALC goes from strength to strength and, under the leadership of Dr. Godwin Murunga (Director) 
and Professor ’Funmi Olonisakin (Founding Director) has developed an exceptional community of 
friends and supporters around the globe. The support of this community is vital to allowing the ALC 
to grow, and therefore we feel it is important to share with you some of our achievements and plans 
for the future direction of the organisation. 

 
Progress to date: The African Leadership Centre (ALC) has made significant progress over the past 
5 years in delivering on its vision to build and expand the pool of young African scholars and leaders 
who embrace transformative leadership principles to inform the research, policy and delivery agenda 
on development, peace and security on the continent.  ALC’s accomplishments to date include the 
following: 
 

Ø Training of over 100 young Africans to MA/MSC and PhD levels; 
Ø Strong partnerships with regional and policy-based organizations in Africa where ALC 

fellows have undertaken placement assignments; 
Ø An active alumni network that continues to advocate and promote the goals of ALC through 

professional networking and regeneration of the ALC project; 
Ø The launch of ALC Radio, as a platform to share and advance dialogue on transformative 

leadership practices in the areas of Leadership, peace, security and development; 
Ø Production of cutting-edge research and publications to inform and shape the policy agenda 

on peace, security and development in Africa. 
 

 
Transitional Arrangements: In keeping with ALC’s vision to transition the management of the 
organization to members of its alumni network, the organization appointed Dr. Godwin Murunga as 
Director in 2014 to build on the foundations laid by the founding Director, Professor Funmi 
Olonisakin, and to initiate the transitional agenda. Over the past 18 months, Dr. Murunga has expertly 
and ably steered the affairs of the ALC towards realization of this vision, and will continue to do so, 
until June 2016, when a new Director will assume responsibility to guide the next stage of the 
management transition process. 

 
 
What to expect over the next six months: Over the course of the next six months, Dr. Murunga will 
oversee the academic training programme of new fellows for the 2015/2016 academic year, and will 
further launch a number of importance research projects at the ALC, whilst also continuing to expand 
partnerships and resource mobilization opportunities. 
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Role of the Board: The Board of Trustees of the ALC is working closely with the Dr. Murunga to 
ensure a smooth and seamless leadership transition which models the ALC vision. The Board counts 
on the continued support of all its partners as ALC moves to the next stage of its development. 
 
As we move forward to the next phase in the evolution of ALC, we will continue to count on your 
valuable partnership and support. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
Abdel-Fatau Musah, (Ph.D.) 
Chair, ALC Board of Trustees 

	


